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ABSTRACT

The male and female as two gender identities has been taken as ‘normal’ by default in

the society which makes the heterosexual normativity its primary characteristics. In

such a situation, the lesbian and queer ‘women’ being the different and diverse

identities tries to communicate their identities in one way or the other.

Communication is an important aspects of community building which helps these

gender and sexual minorities to stay intact with each other, build solidarities, create

their spaces and claim such spaces. Through in-depth interviews, participant

observation, conversations and content analysis this research tries to present how the

identity and communication process happens.

The identity formation process is complex and lifelong process whereby the different

trajectories of life shapes how, where and when the identities are shaped. Confusion,

dilemma, comparison, are characteristics among many while realizing the diverse

sexual and gender identity. Since, society is largely heteronormative, these identities

thrive to maintain their existence after realizing their own self for which

communication is the key. These communications range from the deconstruction of

heteronormative language, formation of own signs and symbols, creation of the

spaces and collective identity communication are important. These signs and symbols

range from flags, colors to the non-verbal gesture and publicly organized pride parade

and close group discussions, hikes or other socializing events. Similarly, in the age of

social media, most of the communication and socialization happens in social media

such as Youtube, Facebook, Instagram. In some of the social media, pages have been

created to interact between the diverse gender and sexual minorities, for activism and

to express oneself. There social media pages can be general or specific to gender or

sexual identity. This has given much space for communication.

In all of these identity and communication process one of the important considerations

is the acceptance of multiple identities, fluidity and intersectional identity which even

the mainstream LGBTIQ+ right movement has failed to accept which has brought the

movement in question. The linear notion of identities within the gender and sexual

minorities has been problematic in shaping the LGBTIQ+ movement and for these

diverse identities as well.
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